2020/21
Sponsorship Program

Become a Sponsor

With more than 54,000 members from over 132 nations, ASHRAE is a diverse organization dedicated to advancing the arts and sciences of heating, ventilation, air conditioning and refrigeration to serve humanity and promote a sustainable world.

www.ashrae-ireland.org
2020/21
Sponsorship benefits

Platinum Level; € 1,000+ annual sponsorship: Sponsorship Level Benefits

Company Logo (big) on the ASHRAE Ireland Website Homepage
Company Logo on the ASHRAE Ireland Newsletter (quarterly)
Company Logo at ASHRAE Ireland Presentations (last slide)
Recognition on ASHRAE Ireland social media – LinkedIn
Ad in ASHRAE Ireland Website
Ad in ASHRAE Ireland Newsletter (quarterly)
Company Banner at the annual ASHRAE Ireland conference
Company Speaker invitation at one ASHRAE Ireland event

Gold Level; € 500 annual sponsorship: Sponsorship Level Benefits

Company Logo (medium) on the ASHRAE Ireland Website Homepage
Company Logo on the ASHRAE Ireland Newsletter (quarterly)
Company Logo at ASHRAE Ireland Presentations (last slide)
Recognition on ASHRAE Ireland social media
Ad in ASHRAE Ireland Website
Ad in ASHRAE Ireland Newsletter (quarterly)

Silver Level; € 250 annual sponsorship: Sponsorship Level Benefits:

Company Logo (small) on the ASHRAE Ireland Website Homepage
Company Logo on the ASHRAE Ireland Newsletter (quarterly)
Company Logo at ASHRAE Ireland Presentations (last slide)

ASHRAE Research Promotion

For sponsorship recognised on more of an international level, both individuals and companies can make a donation to this research promotion. The attached Donor Recognition pdf shows how much a sponsor / individual needs to contribute to be recognised at different levels.
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Commitment form

I would like to become an ASHRAE Ireland Chapter sponsor,

Date:

COMPANY NAME:

YOUR NAME:

COMPANY ADDRESS:
CITY: COUNTY:

PHONE:

EMAIL:

WEBSITE:

I am authorized to commit to this sponsorship
I would like to maintain ASHRAE Ireland sponsorship –
please invoice me at each renewal period

Signature: _________________ Date: __/___/___________

Sponsorship Level:

- Platinum
- RP/Other:
- Gold
- Silver

Please email the completed form to:

Karen McNevin
ASHRAE Ireland Chapter
karen@ashrae-ireland.org